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a b s t r a c t
Let Bn be a hyperball in Rn, n ≥ 2, and denote BnZ = Bn ∩ Zn. Define polyhedral facet
complexity of BnZ as FC(B
n
Z) = minP {fn−1(P)} where P is an enclosing polyhedron for BnZ
(i.e., PZ = P ∩ Zn = BnZ) and fn−1(P) is the number of the (n− 1)-facets of P . Analogously,
define polyhedral vertex complexity of BnZ as VC(B
n
Z) = minP {f0(P)}where P is an enclosing
polyhedron for BnZ and f0(P) is the number of the 0-facets (vertices) of P . Upper bounds for
FC(BnZ) follow from awell-known bound for the number of facets and vertices of the convex
hull of BnZ [I. Bárány, D.G. Larman, The convex hull of the integer points in a large ball, Math.
Ann. 312 (1998) 167–181]. In this note we provide the first nontrivial lower bounds on
FC(BnZ) and VC(B
n
Z).
Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Given a set A ⊆ Rn, denote by AZ = A ∩ Zn its Gauss digitization. Let Bn be a hyperball2 in Rn, n ≥ 2. We consider the
following questions:
What is theminimal number of linear constraints defining a convex polytope P that contains the integer points of BnZ and
only these integer points (i.e., with PZ = BnZ)? What is the minimal number of vertices of a polytope Q with QZ = BnZ?
We will call such polytopes facet (resp. vertex)minimally enclosing.
The main motivation for the above problems is seen in the possibility to reduce a nonlinear optimization problem of
the form ‘‘Find x ∈ Zn that maximizes/minimizes a linear function cx on BnZ" to an integer linear program of the form
max{cx|Ax ≤ b}, where A ∈ Zm×n, c ∈ Zn, b ∈ Zm, and x ∈ Zn. The smaller the numberm of linear constraints, the lower the
computational cost of the solution. Upper and lower bounds on the number of vertices and facets of an enclosing polytope
P may facilitate the complexity analysis of some algorithms (see, e.g., [16,17] for related examples).
The considered problem is also related to some classical problems of discrete geometry and polyhedral combinatorics,
such as problems about properties of the convex hull of a set of points [17], estimation of the number of integer points in a
ball [10], estimation of the maximal possible number of integer points on curves and surfaces [13,19], properties of certain
lattice polytopes [2,12,15,18,20], and others.
Another motivation comes from digital surface/volume polyhedrization problems (sometimes also known as polyhedral
reconstruction problems). Such problems mainly originate from medical imaging where digital volumes of voxels result
from scanning and MRI techniques. Since digital medical images involve a huge number of points, it is quite problematic
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to apply traditional rendering or texturing algorithms in order to obtain satisfactory visualization. Moreover, one can face
difficulties in storing or transmitting data of that size. In medical imaging and other areas there are multiple sources of data
being transmitted for many diverse uses, e.g., telemedicine, tele-maintenance, mine detection, ATR, visual display, cueing,
and others. In all these, the coding compression methodology used is paramount. To overcome such kind of difficulties, one
can try to transform a discrete data set to a polyhedron P , such that the number of its 2-facets is as small as possible (see [8,
9,14,21] for recent contributions to the subject).
Our theoretical study was also provoked by preceding experimental studies. In the framework of a joint research project,
D. Coeurjolly and the first author of the present paper carried out extensive experiments aimed at casting light on the
considered questions. The tests involved discs with wide range of radii as well as ellipses with different ratio of the axes.
Later similar experiments have been performed by De Vieilleville et al. [11]. An outline of these experimental results is given
at the end of Section 3.
Define polyhedral facet complexity of BnZ as FC(B
n
Z) = minP{fn−1(P)}where P is an enclosing polyhedron for BnZ and fn−1(P)
the number of the (n − 1)-facets of P . Analogously, polyhedral vertex complexity of BnZ is defined as VC(BnZ) = minP{f0(P)}
with P an enclosing polyhedron for BnZ. If fn−1(P) = FC(BnZ) (resp. f0(P) = VC(BnZ)), then P is facet (resp. vertex) minimally
enclosing for BnZ.
Upper bounds for FC(BnZ) and VC(B
n
Z) follow from [3]. [11] provides a lower bound on VC(B
2
Z) for the case n = 2 when
B2 is a disc in R2. [4] provides a lower bound for the 3D case. In the next section we recall some of the above and other
well-known facts. In Section 3 we obtain a lower bound for FC(BnZ) in arbitrary dimension. In Section 4 we use that result to
obtain a lower bound for VC(BnZ). We conclude with some remarks in Section 5.
2. Notations and facts
For a set A ⊆ Rn, by |A| we denote its cardinality and by dA its diameter defined as dA = maxx,y∈A ||x − y||, where ||.||
is the Euclidean norm. By conv(A) we denote the convex hull of A. Given a polytope P ⊂ Rn, the number of its i-facets is
denoted by fi(P), 0 ≤ i ≤ n. A closed hyperball B with center c and radius r will be denoted B(c, r). Usually, we will use
the term ‘‘ball" omitting the prefix ‘‘hyper," for short. Throughout wewill consider closed balls. A straight line segment with
end-points X and Y will be denoted by XY , and its length by |XY |.
In obtaining our results we will use the following well-known facts.
Fact 1 ([5]). Let Q be a convex polytope defined by m linear constraints with arbitrary real coefficients, i.e., Q = {x ∈ Rn : Ax ≤
b, A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm}. There exists a polytope Q ′ defined by the same number m of linear constraints with integer coefficients,
i.e., Q ′ = {x ∈ Rn : A′x ≤ b′, A′ ∈ Zm×n, b′ ∈ Zm}, such that Q ′Z = QZ.
Remark 2. [5] also provides an O(m(n5 + n4 log dQ )) time algorithm that, given a ‘‘real" bounded polytope Q , finds a
‘‘rational" one Q ′ within an algebraic computation model.
Fact 3 ([3]). Let K ∈ C(D), where C(D) is the family of convex bodies with C2 boundary and radius of curvature at every point
and every direction between 1/D and D, D ≥ 1. Let K¯ = conv(KZ). Then for every n ≥ 2 there are constants c1(n) and c2(n)
depending only on n, such that for all k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1},
c1(n)d
n n−1n+1
K ≤ fk(K¯) ≤ c2(n)d
n n−1n+1
K (1)
where the diameter dK of K is sufficiently large.
Fact 4 ([6,22]). Let Q = {x ∈ Rn : Ax ≤ b, A ∈ Zm×n, b ∈ Zm}. Consider the polytope Q¯ = conv(QZ). Then
f0(Q¯ ) ≤ c(n)mbn/2c logn−1(1+ d) (2)
where d = maxx,y∈Q maxj=1,2,...,n |xj − yj| is the diameter of Q defined by the L∞ norm and c(n) is a constant depending only on
n.
Obviously, Fact 4 holds also if the diameter of Q is defined by the Euclideanmetric, i.e., if dQ = maxx,y∈Q (∑nj=1(xj− yj)2)1/2.
We will use the above facts in establishing a lower bound for the facet complexity of BnZ.
We complete this section by listing one more classical result, known as the upper bound theorem for convex polytopes. It
provides upper bounds on the number of faces of any dimension of a general convex polytope (not necessarily a lattice one)
as a function of the number of its vertices. We will use that result to obtain a lower bound for the vertex complexity of BnZ.
Define for i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1:
ui(v, n) =
n′∑
j=0
(
j
n− i− 1
)(
v − n+ j− 1
j
)
+
n′′∑
j=0
(
n− j
n− i− 1
)(
v − n+ j− 1
j
)
(3)
where n′ = b n2c and n′′ = b n−12 c. Then, the following holds.
Fact 5 (Upper Bound Theorem [15]). For any n-dimensional polytope P with v = f0(P) vertices,
fi(P) ≤ ui(v, n) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1. (4)
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Fig. 1. Illustration to the proof of Lemma 7.
3. Lower bound on the facet complexity of a hyperball
In what follows we assume that Bn is a ball with a sufficiently large diameter containing the origin O. With some
modifications, our result also holds for any set S ⊂ Rn with S ∈ C(D) as defined in Fact 3. The considerations apply to
an arbitrary dimension n ≥ 2.
Let P = conv(BnZ). We have PZ = BnZ and conv(PZ) = conv(BnZ) = P . Let P∗ be a convex polytope with a minimal number
of (n− 1)-facets, such that P∗Z = PZ = BnZ. Then, conv(P∗Z) = P . By Fact 1, we may assume that P∗ is rational.
Let dP , dP∗ , and dBn be the diameters of P , P∗, and Bn, respectively. Clearly, dP ≤ dP∗ and dP ≤ dBn . In what follows, we
will suppose that these diameters are sufficiently large. It is easy to see that any of the relations dP∗ < dBn , dP∗ = dBn , and
dP∗ > dBn is possible. In obtaining the main result of this section we will use the following subsidiary lemmas.
Lemma 6. 1. A closed ball with radius
√
n contains a grid cell (i.e., a unit hypercube with 2n integer vertices).
2. A closed semi-ball with radius 2
√
n contains a grid cell.
Proof. 1. Follows from thewell-known fact that the diameter of a unit hypercube equals
√
n (that is the length of the longest
diagonal). So, any point of such a hypercube is at a distance at most
√
n from any of its vertices. Therefore, a ball of radius√
n centered at that point will contain a grid cell.
2. Follows from Part 1. 
Lemma 7. Let Bn be a hyperball in Rn with a sufficiently large diameter; specifically, let dBn ≥ 12√n. Then dP∗ ≤ 2dBn .
Proof. Let c be the center of Bn. Denote by rBn the length of its radius, i.e., rBn = dBn/2 ≥ 6√n. We proceed by
contradiction, i.e., assume that dP∗ > 2dBn . Then, there are vertices u and v of P∗ with ||u − v|| > 2dBn . Thus, we have
2dBn < ||u− v|| ≤ ||u− c|| + ||c − v||, i.e., at least one of u or v is at a distance from c greater than dBn . Let this applies to
vertex u, i.e., |uc| > dBn = 2rBn .
Let uc be the straight line through u and c and let c1 = Bn ∩ uc. Hence, |cc1| = rBn and |uc1| > rBn . Consider the ball
B1(c1, 2
√
n). Clearly, the set B¯ = B1 \ (B1 ∩ Bn)∪ {c1} contains a closed semi-ball of radius 2√n (that is, in fact, the half of B1
cut by the tangent hyperplane at c1, see Fig. 1, left). Then, by Lemma 6 (Part 2), B¯ contains a grid hypercube, i.e., it contains
2n integer points, as at least 2n − 1 of them do not belong to BnZ (the possible exception is point c1 in case it is with integer
coordinates). Hence, there must be facets of P∗ that intersect B1 in order to ‘‘cut off" these integer points.
Note that all such facets have to be incident with u. To see this, assume the existence of a facet F that intersects B1 and is
not incident with u. Let H ′ be the hyperplane containing F . Consider the balls B′(c, 4
√
n) and B′′(c, 6
√
n) (see Fig. 1, right).
Since rBn ≥ 6√n, we have B′ ⊂ Bn and B′′ ⊆ Bn. Then obviously H ′ does not intersect B′ (otherwise, it would ‘‘cut of"
points from BnZ that belong to B
′′ \ B′). Now let c ′ and c ′1 be the orthogonal projections on H ′ of c and c1, respectively, and let
D = H ′ ∩ uc. Consider the limit case when H ′ is tangent both to B′ and B1. (Note that in fact such a situation is impossible as
well, because then H ′ would certainly cut off integer points that lie between the boundaries of B′ and B′′.) From the similar
triangles 4cc ′D and 4c1c ′1D we have |cD| = dBn ≤ |uc|. Note however that the equality dBn = |uc| cannot hold, since it
corresponds to the case of H ′ being tangent to both B′ and B1. Then we have |cD| < |uc|. This last inequality shows that u
cannot be a vertex of P∗—a contradiction.
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Now let H be a hyperplane containing a facet incident with u. Let L and L1 be the orthogonal projections on H of c and
c1, respectively. We have 4uL1c1 ∼ 4uLc (see Fig. 1, left). Denote for short |cL| = x, |c1L1| = y, |uc1| = z, and recall that
|cc1| = rBn . Then we consecutively obtain z/y = (z + rBn)/x and
1
y
= 1
x
+ rBn
xz
≤ 1
x
+ rBn
xrBn
= 2
x
. (5)
Since H intersects B1, we have y ≤ 2√n. Then from (5) we obtain 12√n ≤ 2x , or x = |cL| ≤ 4
√
n.
To finalize the proof of the lemma, let B2 be a ball of radius
√
n, that is osculant to H at point L and is included in the
halfspace that does not contain the center c of Bn. By Lemma 6, Part 1, B2 contains integer points, and if rBn ≥ 6√n, these
points belong to BnZ. On the other hand, since H contains a facet of P
∗, these integer points cannot belong to P∗Z = BnZ—a
contradiction. 
An upper bound O
(
d
n(n−1)
(n+1)
Bn
)
on the number of facets of P∗ follows from Eq. (1) of Fact 3. A lower bound is provided by the
following theorem.
Theorem 8. Let Bn be a hyperball in Rn, n ≥ 2. Let dBn be sufficiently large, e.g., such that dBn ≥ 12√n. Let P∗ be a minimally
enclosing polytope for BnZ. Then there exists a constant c(n) depending only on n such that
fn−1(P∗) ≥ c(n) d
n(n−1)
(n+1)bn/2c
Bn
log
n−1
bn/2c dBn
. (6)
Proof. From Fact 1 we may assume without loss of generality that the polytope P∗ is defined by integer constraints. Since
conv(P∗Z) = conv(BnZ) = P , these polytopes have the same number of vertices v.
Using Fact 3 with K = Bn and k = 0, we get
c1(n)d
n n−1n+1
Bn ≤ v (7)
for some positive constant c1(n) depending only on n.
Denote for shortm∗ = fn−1(P∗). From Eq. (2) of Fact 4 applied to polytope Q = P∗, we get
v ≤ c ′(n)mbn/2c∗ logn−1(1+ dP∗) (8)
for some positive constant c ′(n) depending only on n. Combining (7) and (8), we obtain
c1(n)d
n n−1n+1
Bn ≤ c ′(n)mbn/2c∗ logn−1(1+ dP∗).
Then we obtain consecutively
mbn/2c∗ ≥
c1(n)
c ′(n)
d
n(n−1)
n+1
Bn
logn−1(1+ dP∗)
and
m∗ = fn−1(P∗) ≥ c ′′(n) d
n(n−1)
(n+1)bn/2c
Bn
log
n−1
bn/2c (1+ dP∗)
,
where c ′′(n) =
(
c1(n)
c′(n)
) 1bn/2c
.
From Lemma 7 we have that dP∗ ≤ 2dBn . Moreover, for n ≥ 2 it holds 1 ≤ n−1bn/2c ≤ 2. Then, for sufficiently large dBn , the
denominator log
n−1
bn/2c (1+ dP∗) in the right-hand side of the last inequality satisfies
log
n−1
bn/2c (1+ dP∗) ≤ log
n−1
bn/2c (1+ 2dBn) ≤ log
n−1
bn/2c (3dBn) ≤ (log 3+ log dBn)
n−1
bn/2c
≤ (2+ log dBn)
n−1
bn/2c ≤ (2 log dBn)
n−1
bn/2c ≤ 2 n−1bn/2c log n−1bn/2c dBn ≤ 4 log
n−1
bn/2c dBn .
Thus we obtain the stated lower bound (6) where c(n) = 14 c ′′(n). 
Remark 9. It might be interesting to estimate c(n) as a function of n. Note that while both c1(n) and c ′(n) are exponential
functions in n, c(n) is not. In fact, from [3] and [22], respectively, one can see that c1(n) and c ′(n) can be chosen to be as
follows: c1(n) = 2−3n and c ′(n) = (n + 1)3nnn(1 + log(n + 1))n. Then we have c1(n)c′(n) = 123n(n+1)3nnn(1+log(n+1))n . If we
assume for simplicity that n is even (the case n odd being similar), we obtain c ′′(n) =
(
c1(n)
c′(n)
)2/n
and c(n) = 14 c ′′(n) =
1
28(n+1)6n2(1+log(n+1))2 .
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Corollary 10. 1. Let B2 be a disc inR2 with a radius r ≥ 6√2 and P∗ be aminimally enclosing polygon for B2Z. There is a constant
β1 ∈ Z+ such that f1(P∗) ≥ β1 r2/3log r .
2. Let B3 be a ball in R3 with a radius r ≥ 6√3 and P∗ be a minimally enclosing polytope for B3Z. There is a constant β2 ∈ Z+
such that f2(P∗) ≥ β2 r3/2log2 r .
The first of the above bounds has been recently obtained in [11]. Note that the approach of [11] does not generalize to higher
dimensions.
Experimental studies on polyhedral complexity of a digital disc
The lower bound obtained in the previous section in particular shows that if B2 is a disc in the plane, then the number
of the vertices/sides of conv(B2Z) is within a logarithmic factor of the polyhedral facet complexity of B
2
Z. A challenging open
problem is to investigate if that lower bound is tight. Here we remark that some recent experiments provide evidence that
it is not so.
In 2005 in the framework of a joint research project, D. Coeurjolly and the first author of the present paper carried out
extensive experiments. The tests involved discs with wide range of radii as well as ellipses with different ratio of the axes.
The experimental results showed that asymptotically the polyhedral complexity of a disc approaches c.r2/3, where c is a
constant that is approximately equal to one half of e = 12
(4pi2)1/3
(here e is a constant determined theoretically in a work
studying the number of the vertices of conv(B2Z) [1]). Similar computational results are reported in a recent work by De
Vieilleville et al. [11]. Therefore it seems reasonable to conjecture that the convex hull well approximates (by order) the
polyhedral complexity of a disc.
For experimental results on other related problems we refer to [7].
4. Lower bound for the vertex complexity of a hyperball
In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 11. Let Bn be a hyperball in Rn, n ≥ 2. Let dBn be sufficiently large, e.g., such that dBn ≥ 12√n. Then
VC(BnZ) = Ω(log dBn) (9)
Proof. For i = n− 1 Eq. (3) becomes
un−1(v, n) =
n′∑
j=0
(
j
0
)(
v − n+ j− 1
j
)
+
n′′∑
j=0
(
n− j
0
)(
v − n+ j− 1
j
)
=
n′∑
j=0
(
v − n+ j− 1
j
)
+
n′′∑
j=0
(
v − n+ j− 1
j
)
.
(Recall that n′ = b n2c, n′′ = b n−12 c, and that always v ≥ n+ 1). Then
un−1(v, n) ≤ 2
n′∑
j=0
(
v − n+ j− 1
j
)
≤ 2
n′∑
j=0
(
v − n+ j− 1
b v−n+j−12 c
)
≤ 2(n′ + 1)
(
v
b v2 c
)
. (10)
The last inequality follows from the well-known (and easy to see) fact that
( k
b k2 c
)
<
( l
b l2 c
)
whenever k < l.
We have(
v
b v2 c
)
=
{
v!
b v2 c!b v2 c! , if v is even
v!
b v2 c!(b v2 c+1)!
, if v is odd.
We consider in more detail the former case, the latter being analogous one.
With a reference to Stirling’s formulam! ≈ (m/e)m√2pim(1+ 112m + 1288m2 + · · ·) and the obvious inequalities
(m/e)m
√
2pim < m! < 2(m/e)m√2pim,
we can write(
v
bv/2c
)
=
(
v
v/2
)
= v!
((v/2)!)2 <
2
√
2piv(v/e)v(√
2pi(v/2)
(
v/2
e
)v/2)2
= √2/pi √v(v/e)v
(v/2)( v2e )
v
= 2√2/pi 2v√
v
< 2
√
2/pi2v.
The last inequality holds since v is a number of vertices of a polytope, so clearly
√
v > 1.
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Thus from (10) we obtain
un−1(v, n) ≤ (2n′ + 1)
(
v
b v2 c
)
< c1(n)2v,
where c1(n) = 4√2/pi(bn/2c + 1). Then, from Eq. (4) of Fact 5 applied for i = n− 1, we obtain
fn−1(P) ≤ c1(n)2v
and
log(fn−1(P)) ≤ log c1(n)+ v,
or
v ≥ log(fn−1(P))− log c1(n). (11)
To complete the proof of the theorem, we now refer to the lower bound (6) of Theorem 8, that is
fn−1(P) ≥ c(n) d
n(n−1)
(n+1)bn/2c
Bn
log
n−1
bn/2c dBn
.
Using (11), we obtain
v ≥ log c(n)+ n(n− 1)
(n+ 1)bn/2c log dBn −
n− 1
bn/2c log log dBn − log c1(n).
Since n(n−1)
(n+1)bn/2c ≥ 23 for n ≥ 2 and n−1bn/2c ≤ 3 for n ≥ 1, the above inequality simplifies to
v ≥ 2
3
log dBn − 3 log log dBn − c2(n),
where c2(n) = log c(n)− log c1(n). Hence,
v = f0(P) = Ω(log dBn)
as dBn increases.
In the case when v is odd, we have
(
v
bv/2c
) = v!bv/2c!(bv/2c+1)! = v!( v−12 )!( v+12 )! . Then similar, but a bit more tedious calculus
shows that fn−1(P) ≤ c1(n)2 3v2 , and so v ≥ 49 log dBn − 2 log log dBn − 23 c2(n), where c2(n) is the constant from the case of
even v. Thus the statement of the theorem holds. 
For n = 2 the number of vertices of a convex polygon equals the number of facets, so the bound of Corollary 10 (Part
1) applies to the number of vertices, as well. It is easy to see that also Part 2 of that Corollary is valid for the number of
vertices of a minimally enclosing polytope. In fact, from Euler’s formula f0(P)− f1(P)+ f2(P) = 2 about polytopes, we have
f1(P) = f0(P)+ f2(P)−2 ≥ f2(P)+2, provided that f0(P) ≥ 4, which last inequality is true for the number of vertices of any
convex polytope. Then, from the well-known inequality f1(P) ≤ 3f0(P)− 6, we obtain f0(P) ≥ 13 (f1(P)+ 6) ≥ 13 (f2(P)+ 8),
and then Corollary 10, Part 2, applies.
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we proposed lower bounds for the facet and vertex complexity of a hyperball. A major open question is
whether these bounds are tight. Our conjecture is that they are not, and that the tight bounds are the ones for the number
of facets and vertices of the convex hull of BnZ.
Another possible direction of research is to look for similar bounds for other interesting classes of bodies, such as
(hyper)ellipsoids. It is not hard to realize that if A is an arbitrary body in Rn, then FC(AZ) and VC(AZ)may be of the order of
the cardinality of AZ (see Fig. 2). In this regard, from a theoretical perspective the problem becomes more interesting when
A is convex. Considering classes of convex bodies is also important regarding possible applications, as most of the digital
Euclidean primitives in digital geometry (such as digital line/plane segments, discs, ellipses, balls, ellipsoids, etc.) feature
digital convexity.
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Fig. 2. Example in 2D with a non-convex polygon P with |PZ| = 6k− 2 and fi(P) = 4k− 2 (k = 0, 1).
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publication [22].
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